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Figure: Encryption of a 200× 200 pixel picture of a pyramid.



Introduction to encryption I

• An encryption algorithm takes information processes it so
to produce an output that makes it difficult to determine
original data

• For each encryption algorithm, there is a decryption which
returns the original data



Introduction to encryption II

• Notions of security
• Brute force decryption difficult
• Cannot use linearity to determine mapping from a small

subset of inputs and outputs
• If given the algorithm, knowing multiple inputs and outputs

does not allow you to easily determine encryption
parameters



Introduction to encryption III

• Good encryption algorithms have the properties that:
• Nearby inputs are mapped to very different outputs
• A slight change in an output makes returned data very

different than the input
• Low computational cost
• Nonlinearity to ensure that one cannot determine map

parameters simply from knowing several inputs and their
corresponding outputs



Introduction to encryption IV

• The Advanced Encryption Standard
i) a value change at each location based on composition with

the key
ii) a value change at each location based on using a lookup

table
iii) a permutation of values within rows and columns.



Reversible dynamical systems

• Provide a simple means to obtain a cryptographic scheme
• Run system forward in time to encrypt
• Run system backward in time to decrypt



Criticisms from cryptographers

• Schemes are to complicated
• Schemes are slow
• Schemes suffer from rounding errors
• Schemes are difficult to analyze



A possible generic framework

• Encryption
• Shuffle information between locations - use invertible

incompressible mapping
• Change value of pixels - use invertible mapping
• Mix values at related locations - use reversible discretization

of reversible in time partial differential equation
• Decryption

• Unmix values at related locations
• Change value of pixels
• Shuffle information



Simple Example

• Use reversible chaotic 2 dimensional dynamical systems to
“mix” pixels in an image. To unmix, reverse the dynamical
system.

• Example considered here:
• Shuffle positions using Arnold Cat map
• Mix using Schrödinger equation
• Shuffle values using Hénon map



Simple Example: Arnold Cat Map

• Shuffle the locations of pixels in a square (N × N) - use
invertible incompressible mapping

• [
xn+1

yn+1

]
= An

[
xn

yn

]
mod N, A =

[
1 1
1 2

]
.



Simple Example: Discretized Schrödinger Equation 1

•
iut = µu|u|2 + ∆u.

• Need to discretize so that floating point errors are not
important

• Need to discretize to allow for reversible dynamical system



Simple Example: Discretized Schrödinger Equation 2

•
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• Map integers to integers, let δt = 1
2 and δx = 1

• Forward scheme
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Simple Example: Discretized Schrödinger Equation 3
•
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• Use modular arithmetic so no overflow errors
• Forward scheme
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• Backward scheme
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Simple Example: Hénon map

• Forward

xn+1 = mod
[
yn + 1− ax2

n ,p
]
, yn+1 = xn

• Backward

xn+1 = yn, yn+1 = mod
[
xn − 1 + ay2

n ,p
]
.

• Choose a > 1, a an integer that is not a square of integers
to ensure there are no fixed points



Possible key parameters

• Adding a background image and how this is chosen
• Number of iterations of Arnold Cat Map
• Number of time steps for Schrödinger equation
• Size of time steps for Schrödinger equation
• Size of coefficient for nonlinear term in the Schrödinger

equation
• Power of nonlinear term in the Schrödinger equation
• Modulo operation to perform for discrete Schrödinger

equation at each step
• Number of iterations for Hénon map
• Parameter modulo operation to perform for Hénon map at

each step
• Alternative methods for composing the three different maps
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Figure: Encryption of a 200× 200 pixel picture of a pyramid.



Conclusions and further work
• Introduced a scheme based on reversible chaotic maps

and discretized reversible partial differential equations
• Scheme shares some characteristics with typical chaotic

ciphers, such as the Advanced Encryption Standard
• Operation count of scheme is higher than of typical

cryptographic schemes, however will attempt to get it to
run fast enough to be used in applications

• Can one apply methods used in understanding mixing for
chaotic dynamical systems to understand strength of
scheme?

• Computational power that gives fast enough results may
allow schemes where one can prove something to be
useful

• Determine security of scheme - most orbits have very long
period
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